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WHO’S SPEAKING?

Luke Bishop
VP, Strategic Growth, 
NIRI Member

Rachael Zahn
VP, Marketing & 
Sales Optimization, 
NIRI Member
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WHAT WE’LL COVER

Insights from the largest international survey of 
corporate & IR websites

Practical advice and examples from companies that 
are building trust through their online presence, 
websites and social channels.



‹#›

invd.co/buildingtrust
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If your story doesn’t connect,
someone’s will.

Would you rather investors learn about your vision and leadership from 
you or from analysts, biased by their own online research?

You have ESG initiatives in place, but does anyone know they exist?

Your investment thesis is strong, but has anyone seen it?

invd.co/buildingtrust
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60% 
increase in online media consumption* mainly to 
established media sites – partisan sites have seen very 
minor increases by comparison**

*Neilsen **New York Times

THEY ARE

ONLINE

invd.co/buildingtrust
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240m
daily spam email messages related to COVID-19, alone. 
18m were malware or phishing.

THEY ARE

BOMBARDED

*Google

invd.co/buildingtrust
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>50%
of companies globally have a board diversity policy on their website in 2019. 

*IR Magazine, 2019

THEY EXPECT

DIVERSITY &
INCLUSION 

invd.co/buildingtrust
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4,800
BlackRock votes against or withheld from directors where companies and boards 
are not producing effective sustainability disclosures or implementing frameworks for 
managing these issues.

*BlackRock

THEY EXPECT

SUSTAINABILITY

invd.co/buildingtrust
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THEY EXPECT

SOCIAL
COMMITMENT
62%

invd.co/buildingtrust

of consumers under age 35 surveyed in June 2020 said they will be “doing more 
research on brands and their inclusivity practices before purchasing.”
*DeVries Global, S&P Global
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34%
of the NYSE & NASDAQ 100 explain their purpose, but only 1% quantify it,  
now 2 years after the “purpose over profit” letter from Larry Fink and 1 year after 
181 American CEOs signed of the Statement on the Purpose of a Corporation.

*Investis Digital, Connect.IQ

THEY ARE STILL SEARCHING FOR

PURPOSE

invd.co/buildingtrust
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65%
of respondents choose search as the most trusted source for general 
news and information.

THEY

TRUST SEARCH

*Edelman

invd.co/buildingtrust
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95% of respondents argued that 
brands should “do something” to 
assist with COVID relief, another 
67% agree that brands have a role 
to play in speaking out about 
racial injustice.

WHAT WILL THEY FIND WHEN THEY SEARCH FOR YOU?

invd.co/buildingtrust
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WHAT WILL THEY FIND WHEN THEY SEARCH FOR YOU?

invd.co/buildingtrust
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WHAT WILL THEY FIND WHEN THEY SOCIALIZE WITH YOU?

invd.co/buildingtrust
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To build trust, IROs need to expand their 
focus past the balance sheet to the 
fundamentals that connect with, and 
influence audiences.
And it starts online.

WHAT THIS  MEANS

invd.co/buildingtrust
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COMMUNICATE

STRATEGY
14% of companies in NYSE 100 explain their strategy, 
but only 4% quantify it.

invd.co/buildingtrust

Source: NYSE 100 Connect.IQ Ranking Report



Corporate Video

Make it easy for new 
audiences to get to know 
you.

AztraZeneca Anglo American

https://www.astrazeneca.com/our-company.html
https://www.angloamerican.com/about-us/at-a-glance


Strategy, Visualized

Enhancing GSK’s quantified 
strategy creates value for all 
stakeholders seeking to 
understand your business and 
how it will continue to be 
successful and sustainable in the 
long-term. 

Coca-Cola Company
Heineken

https://investors.coca-colacompany.com/strategy
https://www.theheinekencompany.com/our-company/our-strategy


Business Model

Details how a company 
creates value to its audience.

Intercontinental Hotels 
Group

Market Environment

Analysts and investors go 
to great lengths to get 
ahead of the market, they 
want to know a company is 
well positioned to respond 
to changing market 
conditions.

Carlsberg Group

https://www.ihgplc.com/en/about-us/how-our-business-works
https://www.carlsberggroup.com/
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28% of companies communicate their sustainability strategy, 
but only 18% quantify it. 

COMMUNICATE

SUSTAINABILITY

invd.co/buildingtrust

Source: NYSE 100 Connect.IQ Ranking Report



Strategy

Join the dots between 
purpose and action with 
an overarching 
explanation of your 
sustainability strategy

Unilever

Stakeholder 
Engagement

Company’s stakeholders 
includes employees, 
customers, society and 
the environment. It has to 
protect all of their 
interests by 
understanding different 
perspectives, concerns 
and ideas.

RBS

https://www.unilever.com/sustainable-living/our-strategy/about-our-strategy/
https://www.rbs.com/rbs/sustainable-banking/our-approach/stakeholder-engagement.html


Materiality Assessment 

Non-financial risks are a key topic – show how 
you approach their identification and mitigation.
(currently only exists within a PDF report).

Centrica

https://www.centrica.com/sustainability/our-approach/materiality-matrix/
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BUILD

REPUTATIONAL
RESILIENCE
35% of companies clearly explain their purpose, vision and 
mission, 39% also describe innovation initiatives.

invd.co/buildingtrust



Purpose, Shared.

Your reason for being 
that underpins all that 
you do. Demonstrate it’s 
a reality with clearly 
defined goals and report 
on your progress in 
achieving them.

Ensure that purpose 
goes beyond a simple 
statement: show it in 
action and back it up 
with data and insights.

Vodafone
BP

https://www.vodafone.com/our-purpose
https://www.bp.com/en/global/corporate/who-we-are/reimagining-energy.html


Purpose-Led Narrative

Moving beyond telling 
audiences about purpose and 
using that as a golden thread to 
create a coherent, consistent 
and compelling narrative.  
Support this narrative by 
showing what it means with 
stories, insights and more. 

Join the dots between your 
purpose and key areas such as 
sustainability. 

Syngenta

.

https://www.syngenta.com/


Digitalization

Digital has transformed 
everything from grocery 
shopping to how we 
travel and what we listen 
to.  Embrace, disrupt or 
disappear.  

BT

https://www.btplc.com/Innovation/Research/Bigdata/index.htm
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BUILD

INVESTOR
CONTENT
>2% host on-demand video webcasts for earnings and 
announcements, and >10% provide their business case online.

invd.co/buildingtrust



Investment Case

Adding an investment case 
engages investment interest by 
promoting a company’s story and 
making clear what sets you apart, 
why you are a long-term option 
and how you are positioned to 
capitalize on opportunity.

Nestle

Make Detail Manageable

Cater to the needs of different 
audiences by offering bite-sized 
overviews and detail to dive into. 
Smart UX and navigation can help 
facilitate reading and ensure 
users know what to expect on any 
given page. 

Symrise

https://www.nestle.com/investors/creating-shareholder-value
https://www.symrise.com/investors/a-case-for-investment


Filmed statement or interview 
discussing latest results, 
strategy or vision for the 
future

You share webcasts of your latest 
results and links to various senior 
figures speaking at events, but little 
to no content is shared on your 
strategy or vision for growth (beyond 
simple statements), and no 
discussion of results is shared. 
Content is largely backward looking, 

Greater Context 

Key facts are shared with little or no 
context. More could be done to 
relate these to targets, your strategy 
and to the industry as a whole. There 
is also an opportunity to integrate 
story content to give greater context. 



Annual Report Site

ESEF, while supported in the EU, is a usability / UX best 
practice, that like other measures set in place to build 
stakeholder trust are bound for the US in the future. 
Embedded and XHTML Annual Reports will improve 
accessibility, analysis and comparability of financial 
statements for stakeholders.

Vodafone

Video Webcasts

By adding a video webcast it gives more engagement 
with key audience, especially in the current climate 

Prudential

http://media.corporate-ir.net/media_files/IROL/77/77862/annual-reports/annual_report19/index.html
https://www.investis-live.com/prudential/5e26d0d852202e0d004a4961/wsse


Major Shareholders

Listings by shareholder 
category, holding size 
and geographical 
distribution are common.

Centrica
Heineken

https://www.centrica.com/investors/centrica-as-an-investment/ownership-profile/
https://www.theheinekencompany.com/investors/share-information/shareholder-base


Capital Structure & Debt

Details of funding sources, debt 
maturity and bonds issued.

Heineken
Vodafone

https://www.theheinekencompany.com/investors/bondholder-information/funding-sources
https://investors.vodafone.com/debt-investors/financing-strategy
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BUILD

MEDIA
CONTENT
17% publish research online, and 43% provide whitepapers 
and thought leadership from senior management.

invd.co/buildingtrust



Thought Leadership 

Move beyond copy and 
explore different ways of 
bringing your experts to the 
fore through film, animation 
and more.

BP

Context & 
Prominence

Bring expertise to the 
forefront: siloed thought 
leadership assumes that 
users will find your most 
relevant content by 
actively searching for it. 
Bring it to the forefront, 
encourage exploration 
through linked content 
and by putting stories in 
context. 

Position expertise in 
context of the wider 
industry to show your 
pioneering approach. 

Anglo American 

https://www.bp.com/en/global/corporate/energy-economics/energy-outlook.html
https://www.angloamerican.com/futuresmart


Research Sharing
By sharing proprietary research and insights, companies position themselves as leaders in the industry and as 
those who are looking to the future. Such content can also feed into sustainability messaging and shows a 
desire to engage with wider viewpoints, trends and the communities they operate in.  

Vodafone
Sainsbury’s
Intercontinental Hotel Group

https://www.vodafone.com/business/news-and-insights/white-paper/global-trends-barometer-2019
https://www.about.sainsburys.co.uk/about-us/live-well-for-less/living-well-index
https://www.ihgplc.com/en/news-and-media/research-centre/ihg-trends-report-series
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DIVERSIFY

CHANNEL
MIX
77% companies utilize Twitter, 73% companies utilize LinkedIn,  
yet only 55% use Instagram, despite growing popularity.

invd.co/buildingtrust
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OPTIMIZE & AMPLIFY

TARGET YOUR
AUDIENCE
41% have increased paid media spend in the last 2 years,
yet only 38% allocate spend to Facebook, despite reach.

invd.co/buildingtrust
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You can manage 
what you can measure
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12 
YEARS

of analysis data on Investor 
and Corporate Websites

1,000+

SITES
Scored every year 

along with 5 major 
stock exchanges 

across the globe and 
industry specific rank 

reports

300+

CRITERIA
analysis criteria, check-

points across a company 
digital presence

DATA & 
DESIGN

Data collected for a 
comprehensive analysis 

between tools and manual 
research, not just reliant on 

one source

Start with a trusted source of truth
THE DIGITAL STANDARD CHECKLIST

invd.co/buildingtrust



The more valuable the criteria, the higher the score
THE DIGITAL STANDARD CHECKLIST

1 Report
1 Company
1 Overall Score
4 Competitors

invd.co/buildingtrust



The most valuable & actionable criteria 
THE DIGITAL STANDARD CHECKLIST

Content Mix
Channel Mix
Optimization
Amplification

invd.co/buildingtrust
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Ranking Briefs & Reports:

invd.co/buildingtrust

RESEARCH & INSIGHTS

NYSE 100
NASDAQ 100

Global Health 100
Industry Reports


